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Abstract. In this paper we use software engineering criteria to evaluate possible
changes to a dialogue-based ITS. We have developed a prototype ITS, CAPE, that uses
the APE reactive planning system as a platform for developing a small ITS based on
CIRCSIM-Tutor, an existing medical tutor. CAPE primitives are untyped, like relations in
a Prolog program, and can include elements of discourse, domain and pedagogical
reasoning. The resulting system is fast, robust, and easy to use and to extend. However,
it requires a large number of plan operators to cover a relatively small topic area. We
analyze the CAPE plan operators with respect to their major system function in order to
understand which functions are contributing to the size of the plan library. We discuss
proposed changes to the planner and the plan library, considering the effect of these
proposed improvements on the number of plan operators required, amount of related
procedural code required, authoring speed, legibility of the resulting system, coverage
of the domain, and portability. We conclude with recommendations for further
empirical studies.

1 Introduction

In earlier work (Freedman 2000a, b) we developed a new approach to implementing a
dialogue-based tutor based on the APE reactive planning system. The resulting ITSs are fast,
robust, and easy to use and to extend. However, they require a large number of plan operators
to cover a relatively small topic area.

This paper describes the CAPE project. The goal of CAPE (the CIRCSIM-Tutor APE
Platform Experiment) is to investigate the suitability of the APE language and approach to
scaling up to systems that are both large enough to be fielded and robust enough to be
understood and modified. CAPE primitives are untyped, like relations in a Prolog program,
and can include elements of discourse, domain and pedagogical reasoning. In this paper we
analyze the CAPE plan operators with respect to their major system function, then consider
several proposed variants. We consider increasing the power of the APE precondition
language, segregating discourse rules into their own plan operators, segregating domain
content as well, and building a functional model to underlie the domain content. We consider
the feasibility and potential side effects of each of these proposals. We conclude with
recommendations for further empirical studies.

2 Dialogue production in tutoring systems

2.1 Dialogue organization in tutoring systems

Human-computer tutorial dialogues in problem-solving domains appear to have a consistent
structure regardless of the domain. In problem-solving tutors, the student advances by making
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correct problem-solving steps via the system’s user interface. If tutor and student are
conducting a conversation in parallel to this activity, the resulting dialogue can be modeled at
an abstract level as a hierarchically structured task-oriented dialogue (Grosz and Sidner 1986).
Using this model, each leaf node represents the dialogue required to assist the student in
achieving one correct step while the higher-level nodes represent stages of the problem
solution. The relative breadth and depth of the resulting tree depends on the domain and the
task. Subdialogues corresponding to the leaf nodes have been called tutoring episodes by
VanLehn et al. (1998).

For each type of error a student might make, tutors maintain a repertoire of script-like
methods for correcting them. These methods, which we call tutoring methods (Kim, Freedman
and Evens 1998b), correspond to VanLehn’s knowledge construction dialogues or KCDs.
Each method consists of a sequence of one or more topics. Topics can be nested methods or
speech act primitives such as elicit and inform. When the student needs help, the tutor chooses
a tutoring method and goes through it one step at a time. When the student has difficulty with
a question inside a tutoring method, the tutor can choose to respond to the student before
going on with the tutoring method. As a result, the conversation within a tutoring episode does
not necessarily map directly onto the original tutoring method. In addition, the tutor can
choose to drop a tutoring method and replace it by another one if the conversation is not going
well.

To allow for this type of elaboration as the tutoring methods are played out, we have found
it more useful to use a model based on Discourse Analysis (Sinclair and Coulthard 1975,
1992) within tutoring episodes rather than a purely hierarchical model. Discourse Analysis is a
variant of Conversation Analysis (Schegloff and Sacks 1973). While both models focus on
describing how turns accrete to form a conversation rather than the hierarchical structure of
the conversation, Discourse Analysis is specifically oriented toward teacher-student
interactions. The highest level of analysis, the transaction, is defined as the discussion of one
topic. Each tutoring episode corresponds to a transaction. Transactions are built from
exchanges, where an exchange consists of a dialogue move by one party, a reply by the other,
and possible followup by the originator. A turn can include the followup from one exchange
and the initiating move of the next. Finally, each move can be expressed as a structured series
of acts, the smallest unit of discourse structure.

It is interesting to note that the same division between hierarchical and non-hierarchical
models has been proposed by Stevens, Collins and Goldin (1979) for different reasons. In
their model, a script-based model (with no opportunity to change the script) can be used to
generate tutorial dialogues at the transaction level and higher, but a functional model based on
the properties of the objects being discussed is necessary to model the conversation inside a
transaction.

The Discourse Analysis model produces the following model for a turn in tutorial dialogue
(Freedman and Evens 1996):

Turn:
Acknowledgment of student’s statement (optional)
Content-based reply (optional)
New material (optional)
Question or request for the student
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The acknowledgment is a domain-independent response such as “correct” or “wrong.” The
content-based reply, which is also optional, allows the tutor to reply directly to the student’s
previous statement. In general this is used when the student’s answer is wrong or unexpected,
and might include a denial or counterexample. If the student’s answer is basically correct, this
slot can be used for a restatement of the student’s answer or for further supporting evidence.
The new material slot is used for the tutor to continue a tutoring method when the student’s
previous reply was correct or the tutor does not feel the need to belabor the point. Finally,
although in human conversation non-verbal cues can be used to indicate a change of speaker,
the student interacting with an ITS needs an explicit marker for the end of a turn. This marker
will be an elicit move that belong to the new material being presented, or to the content-based
reply if there is no new material.

2.2 Reactive planning as an approach to dialogue generation

Reactive planning (Georgeff and Ingrand 1989, Wilkins et al. 1995), also known as
interleaved planning and execution or “just-in-time” planning, is an approach to generating
tutorial dialogues that fits the model described in the previous section. As opposed to classical
planning, where a complete plan is generated before execution, a reactive planner plans only
as far as necessary to generate the next action, which in the case of dialogue planning is
usually a turn. An agenda of unsatisfied and partially satisfied goals is maintained for
continuity between turns. Reactive planning is well suited for dialogue generation because it
models an essential characteristic of dialogue, that each party cannot know in advance how the
other party is going to respond. Thus, after receiving an unexpected student reply, the tutor
can change the agenda as part of planning its next turn.

Although syntax and semantics differ from system to system, plan operators in a reactive
planning system generally contain a goal, preconditions, and an action recipe. Since reactive
planners often include hierarchical decomposition as a method of planning in addition to
means-end analysis, the syntax frequently allows for multi-step recipes. An agent plans by
choosing an operator from those whose goal matches its current goal and whose preconditions
are satisfied. The recipe from the chosen operator is then executed. This cycle is repeated,
executing primitives and updating the agenda as necessary, until an operator needs input from
the external world.

3 The CAPE study

3.1 Definition of CAPE

CAPE is a stripped-down prototype of the next version of CIRCSIM-Tutor. Since the purpose
of the CAPE project is to study the operation of the planner, components that were not yet
available in a form compatible with the new plan library, including natural language
understanding and natural language generation, were replaced by Lisp functions or plan
operators that simulated their reasoning. The current version of CAPE uses keyword matching
to process student input, and generates output text using concatenated strings with
instantiation of parameters. Text generation decisions such as the choice of discourse markers
are made by plan operators, as are updates to the discourse history. CAPE does not maintain a
global student performance model. Domain knowledge, including problem-solving knowledge
and deeper knowledge needed for teaching purposes, is stored in a declarative knowledge base
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supplemented by Lisp accessing functions.
Operator preconditions in CAPE utilize the tutor’s current goal, the student’s latest

response, the current goal hierarchy, a classification of the student’s answer provided by the
student modeler, discourse history information maintained in the planner’s memory, and
domain knowledge provided by the domain expert/problem solver.

3.2 The CIRCSIM-Tutor task

CIRCSIM-Tutor helps medical students practice the reasoning they have learned in Introduction
to Physiology. Students are given a simplified qualitative model of the heart, followed by a
series of problems which utilize the model. The student interface screen is shown in Figure 1.
In each problem, an incident such as the administration of a drug affects the processing of the
heart. The problem is shown in the upper-right corner of the screen. The student is then asked
to predict the direction of change of seven core variables at three points in time. A table where
the student can fill in predictions for the three stages is found below the problem. The
left-hand side contains a window where the dialogue evolves.

At various points the tutor engages the student in a dialogue to help the student learn the
correct answers and the concepts underlying them. Students enter their replies in free-text
format, but the tutor’s questions are framed to lead students toward understandable responses,
e.g. by asking short-answer questions instead of open-ended ones (Freedman 1997). How
often the tutor interrupts is determined by the plan operators that generate the high-level
hierarchical aspects of the dialogue. In the current protocol, the tutor ensures that the student
has the correct answer for the driving variable in the first column (the “primary variable”),
then lets the student progress a column at a time. Other protocols used by expert tutors have

 TUTORING WINDOW

DR RR SSDONE PREDICTING

 Inotropic State

 Central Venous Pressure

 Heart Rate

 Stroke Volume

 Cardiac Output

 Total Peripheral Resistance

 Mean Arterial Pressure

 STUDENT NOTES

PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION

 PREDICTIONS TABLE

0

-

-

0

-

0

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

  File   Debug   Help

Please click or type <ENTER> when done

The wrong answers are marked with a slash across the prediction.

You will now be asked questions regarding the subject matter. Click
or press <ENTER> when you have finished typing the answer.

What are the determinants of stroke volume?

-

Student> EDP

Tutor> And what determines EDP?

Student> EDV

Tutor> EDV comes from end diastolic pressure. Think again: what
parameter in the predictions table determines end diastolic
pressure?

Student> It is TPR.

Tutor> No. Let's go back to the determinants of stroke volume.
Stroke volume is determined by central venous pressure and
inotropic state. Which determinant is dominant in this case?

Student>

PROCEDURE:  Hemorrhage (1.0 L)

In this procedure, we will examine the
consequences of a blood loss of 1.0 L;
blood volume is thus 4000 ml.

1.0 L is approximately equal to two pints,
twice the amount you give at the blood
bank.

x-

Figure 1: CIRCSIM-Tutor user interface
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been identified by Khuwaja et al. (1995) and Cho et al. (2000).

3.3 CAPE implementation

CAPE is implemented using the APE (Atlas Planning Engine) reactive planner developed as
part of the Atlas project (Freedman 1999). APE (Freedman 2000b) is a domain-independent
system whose knowledge is obtained from a plan library. A sample plan operator is shown in
Figure 2. The system plans a turn by searching the operator library for operators whose goal
field matches the next goal on the agenda and whose filter conditions and preconditions are
satisfied. Filter conditions are preconditions whose truth value does not change during
execution, e.g. properties of an object. Goals are represented in first-order logic without
quantifiers and matched via unification. When a match is found, the matching goal is removed
from the agenda and is replaced by the steps in the recipe.

APE recipe steps can create subgoals, obtain information about the world, produce speech
act primitives, end a turn, and update the planner’s “memory” or internal knowledge base. The
agenda is automatically updated when a goal is satisfied. In addition, APE recipe steps can
update the agenda explicitly by adding or popping goals until a condition is satisfied.

APE permits hierarchical decomposition and, in fact, most of the CAPE operators use
hierarchical decomposition rather than means-end reasoning. The hiercx (hierarchical context)
slot provides a way for the planner to be aware of the context in which a decomposition is
proposed, as items in the hiercx slot are found in the planner’s memory only so long as the
operator which spawned them is in the agenda. The hiercx slot can be used in conjunction
with explicit agenda updates to restrict the context in which an agenda update will happen.

3.4 Dialogues generated by CAPE

The conversation is divided into problems to be solved, then into stages within a problem.
Each stage starts with an optional initial dialogue segment dedicated to task management,
i.e. helping the student get their predictions made. Following that segment, the dialogue
contains one segment for each incorrect variable. The variables are discussed in a partially
ordered sequence which corresponds to a solution trace of the problem.

Each variable is tutored using a tutoring method isolated from studies of human tutoring
transcripts. The tutoring methods are implemented as APE operators. Each tutoring method is
composed of a number of topics. The topics are also implemented as APE operators; they
decompose into lower-level methods or into text generation primitives. The following tutorial
method is a typical example:

(def-operator neural-partial-mechanism-later-units-2
 :goal (did-near-miss-specific ?neural ?partial)
 :filter  ()
 :precond ((w-max-nearmiss-is ?max)
           (e-is-equivalent ?max ?x)
           (e-is-unit-equivalent ?x ?partial))
 :recipe  ((goal (did-near-miss-units ?neural ?partial ?max)))
 :hiercx  ())

Figure 2: Sample plan operator
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To teach value of any variable ?v controlled by the nervous system while the
    nervous system is not active

Teach about mechanism of control of ?v
Teach about when this mechanism is activated
Check to find out whether student knows the correct answer now

Figure 3 shows an example of dialogue that can be generated by this tutorial method. Most of
the dialogue, from turn 1 through the first sentence of turn 11, is generated by the first topic.
The second sentence of turn 11 is generated by the second topic, and the final topic generates
the rest of the dialogue. Although real students make each of the mistakes illustrated, they
generally do not make more than one or two at a time. This is an artificial dialogue designed
to illustrate the operation of the planner, as well as to show the large number of specific
responses that CAPE provides for student errors. After the student gives the unexpected but
not incorrect response in turn 2, the tutor chooses a plan operator that adds a goal at the top of
the agenda. This new goal, a content-based reply in terms of the turn model in Section 2.1, is
used to generate turn 3. Turns 5, 7 and 9 are generated in a similar fashion. The first sentence
of turn 11 restates the student’s answer, and is a content-based reply to a correct answer. At
this point the first topic of the original tutorial method is complete, and the second topic is at
the top of the agenda.

4 Results

The operator library used to generate the dialogue in Figure 3, along with all possible variants,
contained 126 plan operators. In Figure 4 the plan operators are grouped by category and listed
in the sequence in which they are likely to be encountered during the planning of a typical
turn. The components have widely varying size and growth potential. The GUI interface
category is a constant-size set of operators that generate appropriate objects for the CIRCSIM-
Tutor GUI interface. The abstract NLU or ontology recognition category refers to operators
that allocate input used by the student to synonym classes. This is a small category that will
grow linearly with the number of concepts recognized, and could be eliminated by moving

  1 T: What controls TPR [total peripheral response]?
  2 S: Arteriolar radius.
  3 T: And what controls arteriolar radius?
  4 S: Radius of arterioles.
  5 T: No, radius of arterioles and arteriolar radius are the same thing.

So what controls arteriolar radius?
  6 S: Arteriolar diameter.
  7 T: Arteriolar diameter and arteriolar radius are the same thing in different units.

Try again. What controls arteriolar radius?
  8 S: Arteriolar resistance.
  9 T: No, actually arteriolar radius controls arteriolar resistance.

So what controls arteriolar radius?
10 S: Sympathetic stimulation.
11 T: In other words, the nervous system. But we’re in DR now [the direct response period,

where the nervous system is quiescent]. So what is the value of TPR?
12 S: No change.
13 T: Right.

Figure 3: Sample dialogue
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this knowledge to a NLU component. The task execution component contains the operators
that handle the student’s progress through the task. This category has almost no growth
potential, as no new operators would be needed unless the interface changes or new protocols
are proposed.

Although tutorial method handling, which includes the main tutorial methods and the
operators used to choose among them, is conceptually one of the most important categories, it
contains only a tiny percentage of the operators. The answer handling methods section
includes the operators that provide the specific replies for each type of answer that we
recognize, as illustrated in Figure 3. These answers include generic categories such as “don’t
know” as well as specific answers that we recognize individually because the tutor has
specific replies for them, e.g. answers known to correspond to common student
misconceptions. This category is not only large but it has the potential for rapid growth as new
tutoring methods, topics and specific incorrect answers are added to the system.

The final three categories refer to natural language generation tasks required to produce an
answer. The text planning category refers to operators that provide schemata for coherent
turns, such as the turn model in Section 2.1. Domain-dependent lexical insertion refers to the
choice of lexical items in the physiology domain, while domain-independent lexical insertion
refers to acknowledgments and discourse markers such as “that’s great” or “let’s try again.”
The former has the possibility for slow growth, as it is linear in the number of concepts to be
discussed. The latter has almost no growth potential, as most of the necessary
acknowledgments and discourse markers have already been included. Just as with natural
language input, most of the operators in these three categories could be removed from the
planner through the use of a suitable natural language generation package.

Thus most of the growth potential comes from a single category, the tutorial methods used
to correct wrong and anomalous answers. This category is liable to expand rapidly because
giving a pedagogically appropriate reply that is coherent in context depends on a large number
of factors. Yet part of the power of dialogue-based tutoring comes from the ability to catch
specific student misconceptions and respond to them.

5 Discussion

In this section we consider several proposals for reducing authoring time by reducing the
number of plan operators needed for answer handling.

Category              Description          Count Percent            Growth

GUI GUI interface   25   20%   (none)
Input Abstract NLU (ontology recognition)     4     3%   small
Task Task execution   27   22%   (none)
Dialogue Tutorial method handling     8     6%   small
Dialogue Answer handling methods   33   26%   large
NLG Text planning     7     5%   small
NLG Domain-dependent lexical insertion   11     9%   small
NLG Domain-independent lexical insertion   11     9%   (none)

TOTAL 126 100%

Figure 4: Classification of plan operators in CAPE prototype
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5.1 Extensions to the APE syntax

Several extensions to the APE syntax that would make the language more powerful have been
proposed. First, although the precondition language has an implicit and created by
concatenating preconditions, it does not have an or operator. In many cases, the plan library
uses multiple operators to express one idea because there is no way to express the complete
precondition in one operator. For example, the operator in Figure 2 is one of a series of
operators with the same action recipe. This operator holds when three quantities have the
relationship (and (= a b) (same-units b c)). Another operator holds when
(and (same-units a b) (= b c)). If an or operator were provided, all of these operators could be
collapsed into one.

A larger change that would reduce the number of operators required would be to add a
logic component to the precondition handler so that more predicates could be defined in
declarative terms rather than requiring procedural code. In Figure 2, the primitives starting
with “e-” are Lisp functions written by the developers. With the proposed change, more
preconditions could be expressed directly in logic, reducing the amount of special-purpose
code that needs to be written.

Additional extensions that have been proposed include a macro that would generate a set of
operators for table lookup, and macros that would generate the most common cases of agenda
updating. All of these features would be useful and all except the logic handler would be easy
to implement. However, an empirical study is required to find out how many plan operators
each would save and whether the resulting operators would be overly complex.

5.2 Separate discourse rules

An important issue in computational linguistics is the relationship between the speaker’s goal
and the linguistic form required to generate syntactically correct text in a coherent dialogue.
Hence it has been proposed that plan-based systems such as CIRCSIM-Tutor use separate sets
of plan operators for achieving pedagogical goals such as choosing content and tutoring
methods and achieving discourse goals such as insuring coherent dialogue.

Some computable rules for generating discourse markers have already been proposed by
Kim, Freedman and Evens (1998a) and Kim et al. (2000). The proposed change would require
keeping a more extensive discourse history than CIRCSIM-Tutor currently has, but a full
discourse history has already been proposed (Zhou and Evens, 1999) for student modeling
purposes. This proposal would simplify some of the existing operators that currently track
individual items in the discourse history, and would allow the CAPE system to be used as a
tool in this important research area.

Before attempting to measure the extent to which operators in these categories could affect
the dialogue independently, empirical study is required to investigate the degree to which plan
operators can be reliably classified. In particular, just as it can be difficult to separate
pedagogical from domain knowledge because both are aspects of the material to be taught, it
can be difficult to separate pedagogical knowledge from discourse knowledge because both
describe some aspect of the speaker’s language goals.

5.3 Separate domain knowledge

Another proposal is to replace plan operators that refer to specific cases in the domain with
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more general operators. For example, as a start toward separating pedagogical and domain
knowledge, it has been suggested that the “check question” at the end of the operator in
Section 3.4 could be removed, and all check questions in the system generated by one
operator.

Zhou et al. (1999a, 1999b) implemented rules for generating hints in an earlier version of
CIRCSIM-Tutor that, while they contain domain concepts, have no domain preconditions. In
other words, their rules generalize over the CIRCSIM-Tutor knowledge base but are not directly
portable to another system. Hence two experiments would be worthwhile: to recode those
rules as plan operators in order to see what types of preconditions are required, and to
experiment with fully domain-independent operators.

5.4  Build a functional model

Finally, it has been suggested that a functional model in the style of Stevens, Collins and
Goldin (1979) would reduce the number of plan operators devoted to responses to student
errors. These authors assert that correcting student misconceptions requires a functional model
of the domain that shows the major objects and the functional relationships connecting their
attributes. We are interested in trying this experiment, although it would require a redesign of
the CIRCSIM-Tutor knowledge base, since it was not designed for this purpose. We suspect
that the objects in our domain are related in more complex ways than in the rainfall model
used by Stevens, Collins and Goldin. Furthermore, since our model comes from a pre-existing
application, we cannot arbitrarily simplify it. On the other hand, this proposal has the
possibility of improving the quality of tutoring.

6 Related work

In the last year, several research groups have built tutors based on reactive planning and are
investigating these issues. Moore’s group at Edinburgh (Core, Moore and Zinn 2000) is
building a new tutor that will keep pedagogical, discourse and domain information separate.

Rosé et al. (2000, 2001) built a version of the Atlas-Andes physics tutor using the APE
planner. They were able to reduce the number of plan operators needed by only using finite-
state capabilities of the planner and by using generic instead of specific responses to many
student errors. Furthermore, they reduced the time required to write plan operators by
generating them mechanically from a graphical interface (Jordan et al., 2001).

Heffernan and Koedinger (2000a, b) built an algebra tutor using similar principles. They
were able to restrict the number of plan operators by taking advantage of the mathematical
nature of the high school algebra domain.

7 Conclusions

This paper described a prototype ITS, CAPE, that we developed to study the problem of
scaling up ITSs based on the reactive planning model. CAPE primitives include elements of
discourse, domain and pedagogical reasoning. The resulting system is fast, robust, and easy to
use and to extend but it requires a large number of plan operators to cover a relatively small
topic area.

In this paper we analyzed several suggestions for reducing the number of plan operators
required, including increasing the power of the APE precondition language, segregating
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discourse rules into their own plan operators, segregating domain content, and building a
functional model to provide a deeper approach to domain reasoning.

Ideally, one would like to separate out the tutor’s pedagogical goals, the discourse rules
needed to create a coherent conversation, and rules providing the most appropriate domain
content to say at a given point. That would make it possible to identify the interactions
between them. Additionally, separating these types of knowledge would allow us to learn
more about the interaction between speaker intentions, discourse goals and language use.
Empirical studies are required to determine the extent to which this potential can be realized
with current knowledge.
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